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What We’ll Cover
• Nuclear Reactors (Worldwide and U.S.)

• Electrical Generation - Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs)
• Research Reactors/Training Reactors/Propulsion Reactors/

Space Reactors
• Is there a “Nuclear Renaissance?” – New builds, 
Problems for developers, Generation IV
• Small Modular Reactors – where are we and why

• Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Waste
•Military Reactors - Reactors in War -

Zaporizhzhia, the Geneva Protocols and AUKUS





Worldwide NPPs
• ~ 436 reactors in 32 countries
• 92 reactors operating in U.S. in 28 states
• ~ 92 GigaWatts (GW)
• Rule of thumb ~ 33% efficient



NPPs Per Country



Nuclear Power Generation
by Country





NPPs Per Region





The Curve of Binding Energy





Reactors—It’s All About the 
Neutrons and the Nucleus

• Fast—Fission Energy (~2 MeV)
•Must be slowed for a thermal 
reactor to work

• Prompt neutrons
• Delayed—make reactor possible







How Reactors Work

Delayed 87 Br example







• Power Reactors (thermal vs. fast)

– Pressurized Water (PWR) a type of LWR
– Boiling Water (BWR) also an LWR
– CANDU
– Gas Cooled

• Research Reactors and Test Reactors
• Propulsion Reactors
• Space Reactors + nuclear aircraft, cruise 
missiles and cars





prpressurized-water-reactor-pwr.pngessurized-
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Size Comparisons of 
Five Power Reactor 
Types



In all of these reactor types we need to 
consider how they can be safeguarded and 
their risk for proliferation.

Generally, the risks depend on fuel type and 
ease of diversion. Don’t forget that 
proliferation has a human aspect and that 
there are dual use aspects inherent in any 
nuclear power program.





Zaporizhzhia
• VVER-1000 6 units—current status 
• Dnieper River Cooling (note cooling   
towers)

• Connection to Ukrainian Power Grid
• Emergency Diesels (days of fuel?)
• IAEA onsite - Rosatom onsite 
• Vulnerabilities? 









AP I 
Article 56 of Protocol I reads as follows:

Protection of works and installations containing dangerous forces

1. Works or installations containing dangerous forces, namely dams, dykes and
nuclear electrical generating stations, shall not be made the object of attack, even
where these objects are military objectives, if such attack may cause the release of
dangerous forces and consequent severe losses among the civilian population.
Other military objectives located at or in the vicinity of these works or installations
shall not be made the object of attack if such attack may cause the release of
dangerous forces from the works or installations and consequent severe losses
among the civilian population. (emphasis added)









Uranium enrichment terms
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Various types of reactors, such as some 
research reactors and naval propulsion 
reactors
use enrichments from natural to
approximately 90%

Higher enrichment Þ less needed for a 
given yield, possible to design
in smaller size, less HE needed

Depleted Uranium (~.4%) D-38 or DU

U235 %  Enrichment
Graphics on this slide are courtesy of 
DHS/Nuclear Assessment Program 
(NAP)
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Thorium Explained



Accidents

• Fukushima
• Windscale
• Chernobyl
• Three Mile Island
• SL-1





Small Modular Reactors

SMRs range in size up to 300 megawatts electrical 
(MWe), employ modular construction techniques, 
ship major components from factory fabrication 
locations to the plant site by rail or truck, and 
include designs that simplify plant site activities 
required for plant assembly. SMRs can employ light 
water coolant or any of a number of non-light water 
coolants.



•SMRs offer many advantages such as 
relatively small size, reduced capital 
investment, ability to be sited in locations 
not possible for larger nuclear plants, and 
provisions for incremental power additions. 
SMRs also offer distinct safeguards, 
security and nonproliferation advantages.

•Well, maybe if you get by NIMBY and other 
concerns

https://www.energy.gov/ne/benefits-small-modular-reactors-smrs








Fast Reactors

EBR-1 and -2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBThTwFhRlA

A  pro nuclear power “rant”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1QmB5bW_WQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBThTwFhRlA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBThTwFhRlA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1QmB5bW_WQ


Generation I reactors were developed in 1950-60s, 
and the last one shut down in the UK in 2015. 
Generation II reactors are typified by the present US 
and French fleets and most in operation elsewhere. 
So-called Generation III (and III+) are considered 
advanced reactor, though the distinction from 
Generation II is arbitrary. The first ones are in 
operation in Japan and others are under 
construction in several countries. Most Generation 
IV designs are still on the drawing board and the 
first are just under construction.











Murrah Building, Oklahoma City
5000 lbs. of ANFO
~1.5 ton equivalent (0.0015 kT)
Fatalities – 168

World Trade Center, New York City
2 aircraft, ~180 tons each @ ~500 mph
~20,000 total gallons of jet fuel
~2 kiloton (kT) of TNT equivalent
Fatalities - 2980

Nuclear Weapons Dropped on Japan
Little Boy:  12.5 kT (~6 times larger)
Small yield compared to modern arsenal
Fatalities
48 hours - 66,000
1945 - 145,000
1950 – 200,000







• Proliferation by material access
• Proliferation by technology access
• Proliferation by education

Let’s Talk a little about bombs and designs
•Gun vs. Implosion
•Timing and mechanics
•Effects are largely design independent



Single stage fission devices
–Relationship to nuclear reactors
•Neutron energies
•Timing
•Lack of reliance on delayed neutrons
•Can a reactor explode like a bomb?

–Timing: one “shake” is 10-8 seconds. Device 
requires approximately 50 to 60 shakes or 
about 0.5 µs to produce a yield on the order 
of 1 kt



Weapons-grade materials
–Plutonium with less than 7% plutonium 240 
(typical reactor Pu is 25% Pu 240)
–Uranium 235 generally the HEU definition of 
greater than 20% uranium 235 (remember that 
Oralloy is 93.5%)
–Uranium 233 has no formal definition for 
weapons grade, but it is desirable that uranium 
232 content is less than 10 ppm



Gun and Implosion 
Designs





Test Firing of “Atomic Cannon” at Nevada Test Site 1953



Gun assembled nuclear weapons
–Initiator with a crushable alpha emitter and a low-Z 
material, typically beryllium. Polonium 210 was used in 
early weapons
–Spontaneous fission is a problem and can produce a 
"fizzle" yield. Why a plutonium gun doesn’t work well! 
Thin Man
–For a 10 kg quantity of 50% uranium 238 the 
spontaneous fission rate will be about 10-4 to 10-3

neutrons in about 10 µs. For a 10 kg quantity of 
weapons grade plutonium there will be approximately 
2.5 spontaneous fissions in the 10 µs timeframe
–Uranium 233, bred from thorium 232 is less likely to 
pre-initiate than a uranium 235 device





Implosion Systems and Boosting
Fusion Reactions



Background for Two-stage nuclear explosive 
(Hydrogen Bomb or Thermonuclear Bomb)
–Joe-one in 1949
–Oppenheimer security problems
–By mid-1949 two concepts proposed for the 
hydrogen bomb
•Alarm Clock
•Super (Classic super tested in November 
1952 10 Mt Mike test using liquid deuterium)





Finally AUKUS
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